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Emerald Publishing is an independent, award-winning publisher of academic
research and thought leadership authored by some of the best known global
academic and industry minds. The Social Sciences portfolio contains over
1,200 titles with content covering topics that resonate with the real world.

Subject coverage
Our Social Sciences Portfolio houses a diverse collection of titles across
education and sociology. From education administration, inclusivity and
technology in learning to criminology, social media and cultural diversity,
these titles cover both research and theory as well as offer practice guidance,
encourage debate and question the society in which we live.

Expert authorship from academia and practice
Chris Brown – author of several Emerald books including Educating Tomorrow:
Learning for the Post-Pandemic World and The Networked School Leader: How
to Improve Teaching and Student Outcomes using Learning Networks. Brown is
Professor in Education at the School of Education, Durham University, UK. He is widely
recognized for his innovative work driving forward our understanding as to how
education can be improved.

Alana Mann - author of Food in a Changing Climate. Mann is an Associate Professor
in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences and the Sydney Environment Institute at
the University of Sydney. A political economist in food studies, her research focuses
on the international food sovereignty movement and other efforts to democratise
food systems.

Natalia Kurcicova - author of The Future of The Self: Understanding Personalization
in Childhood and Beyond. Kucirkova is Professor of Early Childhood Education and
Development at the University of Stavanger, Norway and Professor of Reading and
Children’s Development at The Open University, UK. She is also a past Emerald Real
Impact Award winner.

Christian Fuchs – author of Communicating COVID-19: Everyday Life, Digital
Capitalism, and Conspiracy Theories in Pandemic Times. Fuchs is a critical theorist
and Professor of media and communication studies at the University of Westminster,
UK. His work focuses on digital media and society, the political economy of
communication, communication theory, and critical social theory. He is the editor of
the journal tripleC: Communication, Capitalism & Critique and author of many books.

Discover a world of research and thought leadership
across two subject collections - education and sociology:
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Discover and
explore a world of
impactful social
science research
emerald.com/insight
Choose your route

Explore new paths

•	
Browse by Journals, Books, Case Studies
and Expert Briefings

•	
Suggestions for related content provides
inspiration for new ideas

•	
Enter specific words and phrases into quick
and advanced search

• S
 elect ‘Keywords’ to research
multidisciplinary themes

•	
Limit results to only show content that is
Open Access, or what you can view

•	
All content accessed side-by-side for
seamless exploration

Navigate with ease

This is your journey

•	
Predictable navigation and simple interface

•	
Remote, multi-user access on any device

•	
Sort results and apply content filters such as
type, date, subject and country

•	
View in HTML, PDF, EPUB format and download
citations directly from the platform

•	
Content previews and structured abstracts help
you decide if you want to read or move on

• W
 ith a user Profile, you can set up content alerts
and save searches to review later

Discoverable and accessible
•	
Supports all major authentication methods including
IP, EZproxy, federated access via Shibboleth/
OpenAthens, Referring URL and Google CASA.
Organization Access Numbers available on request
•	
SeamlessAccess is an enhancement to our service
provision and supports federated access across all
participating organizations

•	
Indexed in all major discovery systems including
ALMA, EBSCO EDS, Primo, Summon, WorldCAT
• KBART and MARC records available to download
•	
Emerald Insight strives to be W3C AA and US
Section 508 compliant

Librarian toolkit
Access and authentication information, user guides, library promotional material, guidance on usage reports and resources for discovery.

tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/librarian-toolkit

About us
For over 50 years, championing fresh thinking has been at
the heart of the Emerald business. Our core ethos is to help
make a difference so that little by little, those in academia or in
practice can work together to make a positive change in
the real world.
Our publications and publishing services help researchers
tell their story in a meaningful and timely way, providing
innovative tools and services to build confidence and
capability in impactful research.
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